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Description:

Have a Cuppa
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Tempting Tangles

Here's a stylish copper kettle, with a checkered motif, surrounded by dainty tea strainers - an invitation to a nice
cup of tea with a friend!

Have a Cuppa is part of the beautiful collection of Seasonal tea & Coffee cross stitch patterns designed of the
Designer Deborah A. Dick of Tempting Tangles. Collect them all!

As an ornament-size tea design, its the perfect companion piece to the beautiful Tempting Teas design.

Designer bonus tip:
"Stitch some of those Tea Strainers for quick little book mark gifts!"
This cross stitch pattern comes with both a color overview chart, and a detailed black and white chart. It
contains only full cross stitch along with some back or straight stitch; and is suitable to be worked over 1.
A cross stitch pattern by Tempting Tangles.
>> see more patterns by Tempting Tangles
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Have a Cuppa
Chart size in stitches: 87 x 89
Suggested Needlework fabric: Zweigart’s Newcastle linen (40 ct) “Days Gone By”
Finished size: On 36 ct over 2 = 5” square
Finished size: On 40 ct over 2 = 4 1/2” square
>>View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch
Chart: Black & White, Color overview
Threads: DMC (or Dinky Dyes Silk conversion)
Number of colors: 7
Themes: Tea, tea-time, friend, copper kettle, tea strainers,

>> see more Tea & Coffee patterns by Tempting Tangles
>> see all Tea & Coffee patterns (all designers)

>> see all patterns expressing friendship (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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